
   

 

Copyright 
Copyright © 2000 THYTRONIC S.p.A All rights reserved. 
 
• THYTRONIC S.p.A allows this program to be only used for those purposes as envisaged by 
the company.The program can either be installed on one PC in each customers plant, or on more 
PCs for exclusive use in the plant that originated the purchase. 
The user is allowed to make a backup copy of  the program to avoid all wear in connection with time or a prolonged use 
of the magnetic medium. 
The user is not allowed to make copies for uses other than those as mentioned above. 
 
The user is not allowed to modify, convert, decode, decompile or disassemble the program. 
 
• THYTRONIC S.p.A shall not be held responsible for any loss (as a  whole or in part)  or 
unrecoverable damages to the software due to an improper use or other actions taken on the 
software. 
 
• THYTRONIC S.p.A shall not be held responsible for damages deriving from an improper 
(or wrong) use of the software by the user. It is responsability of the user to provide all the 
necessary measures to avoid the presence of viruses in the program. 
 
• The program is being installed it shall be used by the user at its own risk and responsability 
and THYTRONIC shall not in any case be held responsible, either in tort (including negligence) or 
in contract, for any damage or loss of revenue, business, contracts, anticipated savings, or profits or 
any indirect or any consequential losses whatsoever deriving from the use of the program, except 
what is provided for by article 1229 of the Italian Civil Code. 
 
• THYTRONIC S.p.A reserves the right to enter changes to Thy-Link without prior notice or 
communication. 
 
As the introduction of new models necessarily involves the upgrade of Thy-Link, it is the users 
responsibility to ensure that the release he owns is compatible with newly-purchased devices, if any. 
 
Windows®  is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. 
 
 
Continuing with the installation, the user accept and consent on the above terms and conditions. 
Continuing with the installation, the user further acknoledges and declares to have carefully 
examined and to specifically approve, for the purposes and to the effects of article 1341, 2° 
paragraph of the Italian Civil Code, the clause provided for in paragraph 3 of the above terms and 
condition, with respect to the limitation of liability.



   

 

Thy-Link general information 
 
Thy-Link allows for the global management of S-type protection Relays. 
Thy-Link communicate between the serial line of the PC where Thy-Link is installed and RS485 
port/fiber optic port of the relay. 
Thy-Link features: 
 
Viewing, Changing, Saving and Printing of the various device settings. 
Real-time display and Saving relay measurements. 
Display and Saving of stored events. 
Display and Saving of fault recorder data as stored by the relay. 
Extremely simple and flexible use. 
 
Hardware and Software Requirements 
 
• PC with Pentium processor. 
• At least 32 megabytes RAM. 
• At least 15 megabytes free hard disk space. 
• Color monitor capable of VGA resolution (optimized for 1024x768 dpi). 
• Microsoft Windows 9x/NT operating system. 



   

 

Operation Modes 
 
Thy-Link may operate in two modes: "OFF Line" and "ON Line". 
 
 
The "OFF Line" mode does not require any link with the selected device to be set up. In this mode, 
the device settings can be entered and stored for a later use. 
When Thy-Link is in the OFF-Line mode, all those functions requiring a link with the device to be 
set up are inhibited. 
 
The "ON Line"  mode requires a serial link with the device to be set up; in this mode, Thy-Link 
functions can be totally exploited. 
 
On starting up the program, Thy-Link is in "OFF Line" mode. 
 
Communication parameters 
 
Thy-Link uses a  serial port to establish the link with the relay in  order to operate in “ON Line” 
mode; the communication parameters have to be selected by the user before the first reading 
operation could be done. 
 
In the Options menu user can find the tag Serial; by entering this, all relevant parameters are shown. 
It is necessary that the serial configuration match with the corresponding one stored on the 
relay;  Serial Port must be set according to the real COM used in the communication.  
 
Sometimes the user has to uncheck the Suppress Echo in the Advanced options. 
 
Password 
 
To avoid unhautorized setting operations in the relay, before any setting  a password is required.  
This password  must be entered by the first user who tries to send new data to the relay.  
Further writing operations require this password, which can be changed anytime.  
After the settings have been enabled, a user can disable them anytime, using the disable settings 
button. 
 
Open/Close Connection with Relay 
 
To read or send  any data from/to relay, a connection with relay must be open – “ON Line” mode.  
 
This operation is made by opening Connection menu, and chosing Open tag;  
then the user has to insert the type of relay, relay’s address (by default it is 13), and the 
Identification Code.  
 
Note: for successful connection it’s foundamental that the connected Relay match the selected one.  
 
For further information, refer to Instruction Manual of the connected relay available as Portable 
Document File (PDF) in Help menu. 
 
 
 



   

 

Common Windows Buttons 
 
There are some buttons whose functionality are the same, independently of the meaning of the data 
displayed in the particular window.  These are the following:  
 
Start: start a polling reading. 
Stop: stop a polling reading 
OK: with this choice, the user confirms the execution of the process specified in the window.  
Read: by clicking in this button, Thy-Link acquires all data shown in the window. This operation is 
always possible. 
Set: where possible and after inserting the correct password, the user may send to the relay the 
whole set of data  viewed on the window. If writing is not allowed, this button can not be selected.  
Close: on click this button, the window will be closed and every value who has not already been 
sent will be lost.  
Help: this option is useful to know the meaning of the data in a particular window. 
Abort: stop any runnnig aporation in the current window and close it. 
 



   

 

Read 
 
Actual Measurements 
 
According to the selected reading mode (see Settings menù, BASE submenù), all the 
currents/voltages are displayed with reference to the CT’s/VT’s nominal current/voltage or directly 
as primary ampere/voltages. 
 
For further information, refer to Instruction Manual of the connected relay available as Portable 
Document File (PDF) in Help menu. 
 
ThyLink allows users to view Trends of the input quantities in graphical mode. 
 
Trends Overview 
 
Thy-Link has a graph tools that allows users to view trends of the relay measurements.  
The relevant features are: 
• Start / Stop acquisition of Trends 
• Explore acquired Trends with the common useful operations on graphs like Zoom In, Zoom 

Out, Paging, Scrolling 
• Full configuration of graph parameters like Titles, Line colours and width, Axis etc. 
• Export graph in Windows Meta File or Bitmap Format 
 
Trend Acquisition  
 
To manage a Trend acquisition the bottom-left  buttons are needed. The following is a description 
of their use: 
• Start: starts a trend acquisition, a green light appears on the semaphore. Trends are displayed in 

the graph window, with the attributes due to the Graph SetUp. The horizontal axis display the 
number of samples acquired. 
Note: due to the Sample Time that cannot be constant, it’s not possible to determinate a real 
time axis, but it’s only possible to determinate an estimated average sample time interval. 

• Stop: stops a trend acquisition, a red light appears on the semaphore. On horizontal axis appears 
the eastimated average sample time interval (estimated Ts on the graph). 

• Clear: clears the graph windows and the acquired samples will be lost. 
• Set AutoSave: with this button a user can set a time interval for acquisition of trends and 

autosave of the graph after the time interval is elapsed. After the Set AutoSave button is pressed, 
a window for the Time Interval setting will be opened. In this window a user can set the time 
period for the acquisition. After the OK is pressed, a window for the filename to save will be 
opened. After a user has select a filename, the acquisition starts and it will be ended when the 
set autosave time interval will be elapsed. 

 
Graph Set Up 
 
The SubMenù SetUp allows the user to configure the graph appearence.  
This Menù contains 2 sub-menù each of one with many attributes to set: 
 
• Chart: this menù allows a user to modify all the attributes of the graph 



   

 

• Series: a user can view how and wich series are displayed on the graph. To display a Serie 
is necessary to check the relative Box. Pressing the mouse left-button on the colour box of a 
serie, a user can change the colour of the serie.  
The 3D check button allow a user to display a 3D view of the graph. 
The Monochrome  check button allow a user to display the graph in black and white colours. 

• Axis: Show Grid allows the user to show or hide a grid on the graph. It’s also possible to 
show/hide the left and bottom axis and change the labels displayed. 

• Title:  the Visible check button allow a user to show or hide a Graph Title.  
 Changing in text title can be made on the bottom white space of this submenù. 
 The Alignment radio button determines the alignment of the title and the Font button allows user to 

change the font used to display the title. 
• Legend: it’s possible to show/hide the legend checking/un-checking the Visible check 

button.  
It’s also possible to change the font of the text legend and the background colour 
pressing on the related buttons. 

• Series: this menù allows a user to modify all the attributes of the single series. After a serie has 
been selected from the combo box menù on the top a user can modify the realated properties. 
The Visible, Style, Width and Colour buttons allow user to modify the corresponding properties 
of the selected serie. 

 
Graph Navigation 
 
During Trends acquisition or when the acquisition is terminated a user can explore the graph with 
the most common graph utilities. These are: 
 
• Zooming: the zoom operations can be performed either with the relative buttons (Zoom In, 

Zoom Out, Reset Zoom) or with the mouse. 
• Zoom with buttons:   

 Zoom In increases magnification of the current displayed graph. 
 Zoom Out decreases magnification of the current displayed graph. 
 Reset Zoom resets the magnification of the current displayed graph to the original one. 

• Zoom with mouse 
 Zoom In: click and hold the left mouse button to begin the selection of a rectangular 

area to be enlarged. The selection will be ended when the left mouse button is 
released. The selected rectangular area will be automatically expanded 
allowing the graph to be zoomed in the selected part. 

 Reset Zoom: click and hold the left mouse button onto the graph area and release it 
outside the graph area. 

• Scrolling 
• Scroll with buttons 

 Click on the scroll button (the 4 red arrows on the bottom) a user can scroll the graph on 
the relative directions 

• Scroll with mouse 
 Click and hold the right mouse button to scroll the graph. 
• Paging: there are two ways to display a graph. The first one allows user to view all the acquired 

trends, the second one allows user to view a fixed number of samples, this means that the entire 
graph is divided in pages, each of which can be viewed separately.  
The way a Graph is displayed is due to the Num. Points per Page property, that can be selected 
on the left panel (by default this property is set to zero, meaning that all acquired points are 
displayed). 
• Num. Point per Page = 0 



   

 

All the acquired samples are displayed in the graph. The horizontal axis is automatically scaled 
according to the numebr of acquired samples. 

• Num. Point per Page = n (n greater than zero) 
The graph display only n samples. For example if n is equal to 10 and have been acquired 50 points. 
Then there are 5 pages. This pages can be viewed using the navigation buttons on the left.  
The Next button, if enabled,  jump to the next page  to be displayed. 
The Prev. button, if enabled,  jump to the previous page  to be displayed. 
The Last button, if enabled,  jump to the last page  to be displayed. 
The First button, if enabled,  jump to the first page  to be displayed. 

 
Manage Graph 
 
The File Menù allows a user to perform the common utilities used with files. These are: 
• Open a saved chart: it allows to view a saved chart. 
• Save a chart: it allows to save a chart, as it is displayed, in one of the two format Windows Meta 

File (WMF), and Bitmap (BMP). 
• Print a chart: it allows to print the current displayed graph.  

Note: If the selected printer is not a colour printer, then the colours are converted in black 
and white levels. This means that some colurs, if too clear, could be converted in 
white and no printed.  

 
 
Events 
 
This menù allows the user to view the values of the variables at the last eight events (that could be Trips or Starts). 
Event 1 is associated with the last event accoured and the following Events (2, 3 …) are ordered in descendent 
cronological order. 
 
For further informations about the meaning of the variables, refer to Instruction Manual of the 
connected relay available as Portable Document File (PDF) in Help menu. 
 
For further information about the buttons on this window refer to the Common Windows Buttons 
section of this Help. 
 
Cumulative Currents 
 
This menù allows the user to view the cumulative value of the switched currents. 
 
For further information about the meaning of the variables, refer to Instruction Manual of the 
connected relay available as Portable Document File (PDF) in Help menu. 
 
For further information about the buttons on this window refer to the Common Windows Buttons 
section of this Help. 



   

 

Trip Counters 
 
This menù allows the user to view the number of trips performed by the relay. 
 
For further information about the meaning of the variables, refer to Instruction Manual of the 
connected relay available as Portable Document File (PDF) in Help menu. 
 
For further information about the buttons on this window refer to the Common Windows Buttons 
section of this Help. 
 
Relay’s real time clock 
 
This menù allows the user to view the values of the relay’s date and time of the relay. 
 
For further information about the buttons on this window refer to the Common Windows Buttons 
section of this Help. 
 
Set 
 
This menù allows the user to view and set the values of the corresponding variables of the selected function. 
 
The menù REAL TIME CLOCK allows the user to view the values of the relay’s date and time of the relay. 
If the Set button is enabled, it’s also possible to change these values.   
If the System Time is visible than it’s also possible to make the relay’s time to match the system time of the PC 
connected. 
 
 
For further information about the functions and the meaning of the relevant variables, refer to 
Instruction Manual of the connected relay available as Portable Document File (PDF) in Help 
menu. 
 
For further information about the buttons on this window refer to the Common Windows Buttons 
section of this Help. 



   

 

ThySeet Overview 
 
All the variables of the relay that can be set, can be view in a one-window using a special tool 
named Thy-Sheet. This is an electronic sheet that allow user to read all the data from the Relay and 
make all the necessary setting to Send a configuration to the Relay. 
ThySheet divide the most common variables of the relay in different sheets. 
The most relevant features of ThySheet are: 
• Reading All the data stored in the relay 
• Sending a pre-compiled configuration to the relay 
• Using an Edit assistant to compile the sheet 
• Writing a Configuration in OFF-LINE mode, to send it later in ON-LINE mode 
• Export sheets in Excel Format 
• Print a Report with all the stored data in the relay, included the reading variables. 
 
NOTE: for correct reading and writing operations, it’s NECESSARY to perform the following 

WINDOWS settings: 
 
DATE FORMAT: set ‘dd/mm/yy’ (day/month/year)  
 
All this settings can be performed in the “Control Panel/International settings” menù 
 
Reading Data from Relay 
 
When this tag is selected from the Data Menù, ThySheet begin the reading of all the variables 
stored in the relay. Once the reading cycle is terminated, all the values are displayed in the 
corresponding cells of the worksheet.  
The last sheet, named REPORT, contains all the previous sheets plus a table with the reading 
variables. 
 
For further information about the meaning of the variables, refer to Instruction Manual of the 
connected relay available as Portable Document File (PDF) in Help menu. 
 
Write Data setting on sheet 
 
Once a user select the Display All Settings tag from Settings menù a worksheet appear on the 
screen. This worksheet describe all the setting variables of the relay. For every variable is also 
described the setting range.  
 
Note: the cells in which a user must write the desired setting values are those which colour is yellow. To help user 
compiling the sheets an Edit Assistant is available on the Tools Menù. 
 
The worksheet is designed so every Out of Range error is immediatly remark to the user, instead 
Out of Resolution errors can be viewed only after the Compile command has been executed. 
 
Edit Assistant 
 
This tool has been designed to help a user for writing correct data on sheets. 
This tool can be opened selecting the Edit Assistant tag on the menù.  
The Edit Assistant is a Combo Box that display all the available choices for a text input variables 
(eg. Relay selection, INP variables; BCKIN, BCKOUT, etc.). 
For those cells that require numeric values, Edit Assitant is useless. 



   

 

 
After the Edit Assistant has been opened, the user has to click on the correct cells in order to view 
the correspondent range of values. 
 
Compiler 
 
The compiler is a useful tool to determine the Out of Resolution Errors. These kind of error is the only one that 
ThySheet cannot remark immediatly.  
This is the why it’s necessary to compile a project befor sending a configuration to the relay. Anyway this operation is 
automatically called before any data is sent. 
This tool can be opened selecting the Compile tag on the menù. 
 
There are two possible compiler results: 
• Sheet successful compiled: this means that all the inserted data are correct (right range and 

right resolution) and can be sent to the relay, selecting the Send Data to Relay tag on Data 
Menù 

• Compiling failure: this means that any Out of resolution errors have been made. The compiler 
will report the corresponding reference. In this case the Data can be sent to the relay until the 
wrong data are corrected. 

 
Send Data to Relay 
 
When a sheet has been successfull compiled and the user is enabled to setting data, than selecting the Send Data to 
Relay tag from the Data menù of ThySheet, all the data displayed in the current worksheet, will be sent to Relay. 
If any cells has been left blank, they will be filled with the corresponding value stored in the relay. 
 
While Thy-Link is performing Reading or Writing operation, a warning message appears 
“Transacion in progress… Don’t remove the connection cable”. When the transaction is terminated 
the message “Transaction terminated” appear. 
 
Note: the writing operation can take several time (from 10 to 30 seconds due to the system speed), 
during this time is advisable to perform no operation. 
 
Print Report  
 
A report can be generated simply pressing the corrispondig speed button on the main menù.  
A report correspond to a Reading process using ThySheet and printing the Last sheet named 
REPORT. This contains all the reading and setting variables stored in the relay when the Report 
Button is pressed. 
 
In the same way one can print a report simply selecting the Print tag from the File menù of 
ThySheet, after a Reading Data from Relay operation has been accomplished. 
 
Export data to EXCEL 5.0 format  
 
In order to perform this operation the Export->Excel 5.0 tag of the File menù has to be selected.  
 
Using this menù option, it’s possible to convert a sheet in excel format (.xls) for further inport 
operation with MSExcel. 
 
Note: exporting sheets to Excel format, maintain the data value and structure, but not the validation 
rules of each cell. 



   

 

Clear Counters 
 
This window allows a user, if settings have been enabled, to clear the trip counters and the accumulator registers wich 
sum up the currents switched off by the circuit breaker. 
This command can be used selecting the COMMANDS->CLEAR COUNTER tag on the menù. 
 
For further information about the meaning of the variables, refer to Instruction Manual of the 
connected relay available as Portable Document File (PDF) in Help menu. 
 
For further information about the buttons on this window refer to the Common Windows Buttons section of this Help. 
 
Circuit Breaker Management 
 
Besides display a special window message if a trip occure, ThyLink can perform control on the Cumultaive currents for 
Circuit Breaker maintenance. 
 
In this window a user can set the thresholds for the three Cumulative Currents ΣIL1, ΣIL2, ΣIL3. 

 
The setting window can be opened selecting the TOOLS->CIRCUIT BREAKER MANAGEMENT tag on the menù. 
 
The default values for the threshold is 5000 In. 
 
If the Alarm option on Tools Menù is set to Alarms On then if a threshold is exceeded, a warning message is displayed 
on windows. After this message has been displayed, a user can set the Alarm to Off. If it is not the case and the 
exceeded threshold is not changed, than at the next check (about 8 seconds later), the same warning message will be 
displayed  
 
Alarms 
 
This property can be set selecting the  TOOLS->ALARM tag on the menù and has two possible values: 
• Alarm On: enable ThyLink to display a warning message each time a threshold of the 

cumulative currents is exceeded (view the Circuit Braker Management section) 
• Alarms Off: disable ThyLink to display warning messages 
 
By default this property is set to ON. 
 
Download Recorded Signals 
 
ThyLink allows users to view in graphical mode all the recorded signals stored in the relay. 
Each time an event trip occur in the relay, a set of 512 samples (256 pre-trigger, 1 trigger and 255 
post-trigger samples) of each input quantity is recorded to the volatile memory of the relay. 
Anytime a user can download these records in order for viewing, saving or printing. 
 
To Download the Recorded Signal the TOOLS->MEASURE RECORDS tag has to be selected. 
 
Pressing Download button it begins the download process.  
Save selection on menù allows user to save all the signals to a file for further graphical inspection. 
Open selection on menù allows user to view saved recorded signals. 
Chart selection on menù allows user to display the recorded downloaded signals. 
Abort selection on menù allows user to stop the download (if one is in progress) and close the 
donwload window. 
 
Note: Download process take about two minutes to be completed.  



   

 

Overview 
 
After the recorded signals have been downloaded, it’s possible to display them all using a Graph tool.  
There will be two graph displayed, one for the recorded signals and one for the tripped functions. 
Each of the eight recorded signals can be viewed selecting the relative number in the Records 
Radiogroup buttons on the left of the graph. 
 
Once the graph have been displayed, it’s possible to: 
• SetUp the graph 
• Navigate the graph 
• Manage graph (save, open, print) 


